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"FABLED MARCH" ACROSS THE DESERT

Following is an extract from the speech to be delivered at a

mass meeting) under the Chairmanship of the Lord Mayer, in

the Stoll Theatre, Newcastle, at 7 o’clock this evening, by

Captain Somerset de Chair, M.P., Parliamentary Private Secretary

to the Minister of Production.

We went into the last battle of the western Desert with brain power as 'well

as horse power.

Not since General Wavell’s lightning campaigns against the Italians in

Cyrenaica, Eritrea,- Somaliland and Abyssinia, and the bold strokes east and north

which occupied Iraq and Syria, has one had such evidence of imaginative

generalship.

Perhaps the most brilliant and romantic campaign so far fought by the British

was that in Iraq where a handful of cur troops, guided by the picturesque bedouin

of Major Pasha Glubb’s desert patrol, crossed a waterless desert never before in

all history traversed by a conquering army, in order to relieve the beleaguered
Air Force garrison at Habbaniya and strike onwards to the very banks of the Tigris

to enter the City of the Caliphs,

In that campaign the British Forces were outnumbered by twenty to one and

their success was due to the combination of brain power and thrust which

characterised the- tactics of the Advance Striking Force which captured Baghdad,

I believe that this fabled march and colourful campaign will pass into

literature like the "Revolt in the Desert" of the Great War, long after the heavy

dust of the Western Desert has settled on Tobruk and Benghazi,

After three years of war can we say confidently that we have the necessary

guts to win? Yes,

The Battle of Britain rand the Saga of Malta will bo remembered so long as

tales of fortitude appeal to human ears.

We are an island people. The making of ships and the sailing of ships is

an hereditary priority. The country looks to the Royal Yards and the private
firms* Its fate is in the hands of the dockyard workers. Let the harriers

swing throughout the 24 hours.
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